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Now I Can Read!
“Green Wilma, Frog in Space”
By Tedd Arnold
J ER ARN
When aliens think that Green Wilma the frog is
actually one of their children, she is whisked away on
a trip through space. A short, silly story about going to
space and finding your way home.

“Even Aliens Need Snacks”
By Matthew McElligott
J ER MCE
A chef cooking up dishes that make humans sick
needs to find new clientele. Aliens turn out to be the
perfect diners for his weird cuisine. Aliens come from
all over to line up and get a taste.

“Leo, a Ghost Story”
By Mac Barnett
J ER BAR
Leo is lots of fun and just wants to be friends. But he’s
a ghost. When a new family moves in, they
misunderstand his welcoming actions.

“The Boy Who Cried Alien!”
By Marilyn Singer
J ER SIN
A hilarious new version of The Boy Who Cried Wolf,
Larry the Liar needs to help aliens refuel their ship,
but will anyone believe that it happened?

“Hedgie Blasts Off!”
By Jan Brett
J ER BRE
Hedgie is the only one small enough to fit in the
spaceship and find out for the aliens what is wrong
with their beloved sparkling geyser.

“Mr. Wuffles!”
By David Wiesner
J ER WIE
A cat named Mr. Wuffles doesn’t care about playing
with all his own toys. Finding a spaceship with actual
aliens proves to be fun for him, but not for the aliens!

“Aliens Love Underpants”
By Claire Freedman & Ben Cort
J ER FRE
Aliens don’t want to come to Earth to abduct humans,
they want to steal people’s underpants! Aliens like all
kinds of underpants! If you want a laugh-out-loud
story, this is it.

“Commander Toad” series
By Jane Yolen
J ER YOL ABC
If you like Star Wars, you’ll love Commander Toad, a
toad-themed parody. Characters like Jake Skyjumper
and Deep Wader make appearances. This beginning
reader is sure to please the most avid fan.

“Pet Boy”
By Keith Graves
J ER GRA
Stanley keeps getting new pets, but loses interest in
them very quickly. When he finds a new pet store, he
is zapped into a cage. He learns what it is to be the pet
of aliens and the importance of taking care of pets.

“Alien Invaders”
By Lynn Huggins-Cooper
J ER HUG (Bilingual)
A small child in the garden compares the tiny
creatures there to what he knows of space invaders.
With their antennae and shiny armor, could they be
aliens?! Bilingual edition in English and Spanish.
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